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Abstract. Our contribution in this paper is an approach to measure
semantical relations within a web site. We start with a web page de-
scription by key words. The implementation of structural and content
information reduces the variety of key words. Thereby, the document-
key-word-matrix is smoothend and similarities between web pages are
emphasized. This increases the possibility of cluster key words and iden-
tif topics successfully. To do so, we implement a probabilistic clustering
algorithm. To assess semantic relations, we introduce a number of mea-
sures and interpret them.

1 Introduction

Facing a huge, complex corporate web site, it is difficult to keep track of daily
changing web pages and their relationship to the rest of the web site. Therefore,
it is helpful to provide an insight into the content structure of a web site. With
this semantic information it would be possible to improve the web site design
and its usability.

In order to create a semantical overview of a web site, the first step should
be the analysis of the web content. In a second step we should analyze the struc-
ture of the web site. Based on the assumption that the link structure provides
useful semantic clues [2], it is important to integrate these implicit information.
Additional insight into the semantical structure can be provided if each page
is integrated into its context [3]: If a page is not regarded as a solitaire, the
information of its neighborhood is relevant for its understanding.

In contrast to this approach, related work, done in this area of research[2]
uses a pre-defined set of topics. Chakrabati et al. [2] argues that predefined topic
taxonomies circumvent key word ambiguity. For their purpose, it is reasonable
since they do not focus on huge corporate web sites. In contrast we do and
aim to create a generic solution. Like them, we do not rely on well-kept meta
information. Including an identification of hubs and authorities [1] has to be
analyzed whether it can improve our results. Reasonable results of document
clustering incorporating hyperlink structures can be found in He et al. [4]. The
usage of the folder structure like Sun et al. describe in [5] is not possible for our
target sites. Modern content management systems prevent from the use of the
folder structure by cryptic URLs.
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2 Algorithm

The structure of a web site is determined by the link structure between its web
pages. A link in this context is considered to be a link encoded as a HTML tag.
We do not consider the anchor text of a link as structural information since we
believe it belongs to the content information. Excluding self-references, we focus
on hard coded inter-page links represented by a directed cyclic graph. In order
to create single page descriptions, a crawler extracts key words and follows all
web-site-internal links in a breadth-first mode. The words are stemmed in order
to reduce key word diversity by applying the Porter Stemming Algorithm. We
assume that the most frequent words define the content of the web page. The
highest ranked words are said to be key words, where their number is propor-
tional to the text length. Very frequent key words like the company’s name,
occurring virtually on all pages, are pruned. In [3] we empirically determined
the usable HTML tags, which we believe to reflect author’s focus.

2.1 Local Context Page Description

In order to include the link structure, we combine a page’s set of key words with
the key words of its direct neighborhood like [1]. The latter is defined as the
pages, having a direct link to (inedges) or from (outedges) the page in focus.
We call it the local context (LC) of a page. We perform the combination
of structure and content by generating a new set of key words. We add the key
words from the LC to the processed page and accumulate the frequencies over the
entire key word set including the anchor tags as key words, ordered by frequency.
The number of words is kept proportional to the text length. We perform this
process bottom-up with respect to the minimal click path. We interpret the
results of our algorithm as an intersection between the contents of the LC and
the particular page. Moreover, we assume that salient words ascend towards the
root page.

2.2 A Topic Discovery Algorithm

By clustering key words we are trying to identify topics. In other words, we
consider word classes (topics) {zj}L

j=1, and model the likelihood of a document
d (web pages) as follows,

p(wd) =
∏

w

( ∑

z

p(w|z, β)p(z|θd)
)nd,w (1)

where β are parameters specifying the probability of words given topics, θd are
document-specific parameters that indicate the topics mixture for document d,
wd is the word list of this document and nd,w is the number of occurrences of
word w in wd. Then given a corpus of documents d = 1, . . . , n, we have the
following EM algorithm to estimate the parameters:
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– E-step: for each document d, we estimate the posterior distribution of topics
given each word w in it:

p(z|w, d) =
p(w|z, β)p(z|θd)∑
z p(w|z, β)p(z|θd)

(2)

– M-step: we maximize the log-likelihood of “complete data” for the whole
corpus:

∑

d

∑

z

( ∏

w

p(z|w, d) log
∏

w

(
p(w|z, β)p(z|θd)

)nd,w

)
(3)

with respect to parameters β and {θd}N
d=1, which gives rise to

βi,j = p(wi|zj) ∝
∑

d

nd,wi
p(zj |wi, d) (4)

θj,d = p(zj |d) ∝
∑

w

nd,wp(zj |w, d) (5)

We perform the E-step and M-step iteratively and at the convergence obtain the
final estimate of p(w|z) and p(z|d). p(w|z) indicates the probability of occurrence
of word w given topic z. The algorithm groups semantically related words into
topics. Intuitively, if several words often occur together (in the same documents),
then these words are likely to be associated with one topic. p(z|d) indicates the
probability of topic z for document d. The parameters transform documents,
which are originally distributed in high-dimensional but low-level word space,
into low-dimensional and high-level topic space.

3 Evaluation and Case Study

We describe measures to evaluate the improvements by the LC. Therefore, we
evaluate each measurement for both key word descriptions: stand alone and the
LC. We performed our clustering algorithm on our data with 100 topics (word
clusters). Where the number was determined by applying SVD on our data. First,
we provide some basic definitions: The relevant topics for a specific document
are the topics with the highest probability topn(p(zj |d), given document di,
called topic mixture for d. The number of documents in LC with respect to a
particular document is |LC(di)|. We are also interested in the number of distinct
topics which are most relevant for each document in the LC. The number may
vary from 1 to |LC(di)|, respectively.

3.1 Evaluation of Topic Clustering

For our analysis we have used Siemens’ corporate web site: www.siemens.com.
We crawled 1569 web pages, extracted key word sets (stand alone description)and
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derived key word set involving the LC. Regarding a particular document, we are
now able to determine which topic is the most relvant one. Having this topic, we
then select the documents which are most similar with respect to it. We observed
in table 1, that the number of shared relevant topics has increased by using the
LC: instead of one, now 3 of 4 topics are shared. Topic mixture key words:
For a given document di, we determine the topic mixture. Each document di is
represented by a topic vector vdi = p(z|di) = {z1...zn}. For all elements in the
vector (zj ∈ vd) we select the topic key words. They are weighted with their
corresponding probabilities for that topic. Finally, the probabilities of all topic
key words are proportionaly accumulated which form the topic mixture key
words:

∑
z p(w|z)p(z|di). This mixture is supposed to describe the document

which contains one to several topics with different importance. We are now
interested in the most important key words for this mixture. A word is said to
be a key word for the topic mixture, if it has a high accumulated value.

Table 1. Topic document rate in the LC for our sample.

stand alone LC
Number of documents of the LC 21 21

Number of distinct topics of the LC 20 4
Number of occurrences of topic 3 in the LC - 11 of 21

Topic document rate 0,048 0,809

Topic document rate in LC: In order to evaluate the impact of the LC
based key word sets, we compare the number of distinct topics for the pages in
the specific LC. As we discussed above, the number of topics in a LC may vary
from 1 to the number of documents in the local context. So, the topic document
rate is defined as 1 − #topics ∈LC(di)

|LC(di)| . Consecutively, the more topics are found
the less is the rate. Note, that in both cases the pages within the LC are the
same, but in the stand alone description the LC based algorithm from [3] is
not applied. In table 1 we see that there are almost as many distinct topics as
documents in the LC of our sample page. Furthermore, the most relevant topic
of our test page does not occur at all. The number of distinct topics in the
LC based description (table 1) has decreased significantly, and thus the topic
document rate for the LC based description is very high. In addition, the most
relevant topic for the sample page (topic ID 3) occurrs eleven times as most
relevant topic for pages in the LC. Obviously, our LC based approach reduces
key word diversity between linked documents.

3.2 Case Study for LC-Interpretation

By applying our measures on the data we have shown that the LC based descrip-
tion improves the result of our clustering algorithm. Now we want to exploit the
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additional information revealed by the local context. The LC of a selected page
consists of 21 pages. We compare the most relevant topics for each page of the
LC - one topic per page. The table shows that from these 21 topics topic no. 3 is
the most relevant topic. It occurred 11 times representing more than half of the
pages. Regarding the variety of topics, one sees that the most relevant topics for
21 pages consist of 4 different topics. This observation is supported by analysis
of the LC key words. Out of 215 key words one finds 65 distinct key words.
Concluding these observations, one can characterize this LC as homogeneous. A
manual inspection of the LC pages affirms this conclusion.

4 Conclusion

This paper describes and evaluates the concept of the local context (LC). First,
we use the LC successfully to smoothen the stand alone key words what we
have shown empirically. Furthermore, we have shown that by using the LC the
web site structure gets incorporated into the key word description of a page.
Consequently, the clustering algorithm benefits from these information which
identifies topics successfully. In the case study, we have described one applica-
tion of the results: We are able to characterize a web page and its surrounding
pages in terms of their content homogenity. This is only a part of the potential
applications. Consequently, we will compare structure and content of a web site
intensively and combine them with an user behaviour analysis.

Since this approach does not rely on predefined topics, it can be used gener-
ically. Additionally, we attempt to give more emphasis to the web site structure
by using an adjacency matrix in the cluster algorithm.
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